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Here we are, nine months into the pandemic and undoubtedly many of you (like us) are                
wondering how much longer can we expect to be operating under the restrictions this              
virus has imposed upon us. (Spoiler alert: We don’t know!) What we can offer is some                
guidance around what to expect in the months to come, recommendations for keeping             
our numbers low, kudos to our community, and hope for the future. 
 
What to expect? 
We cannot stop COVID,    
but we can slow it down      
enough so that our    
healthcare system isn’t   
overwhelmed.  
Public health units use    
restrictions to manage   
how quickly the virus is     
spreading, or its effective    
reproduction rate (Rt).   
Right now Ontario’s Rt is     
above 1 (at around 1.19),     
which means that every    
100 people who get COVID pass it on to 119, who pass it on to 141, who pass it on to                     
168, and so on.  
 
At this current rate, by mid-December we can expect our current 1,200 new cases each               
day to grow to about 3,000 daily cases. That’s too many for our healthcare system to                
handle, so you can expect public health units to use restrictions to slow the rate down in                 
places where it is spreading too quickly. 
 
How do we keep our numbers low? 
The most important method for reducing the transmission of COVID is limiting indoor             
interactions with those who are not in your bubble. We have statistics on the risk of                
exposure to COVID based on the size of a gathering, and region. (You can find them by                 
following biostatician Ryan Imgrund @imgrund on twitter).The point of his charts is that             
exposure to COVID is possible even in areas that appear to have low rates: today               
in Durham Region, if 500 people gather (like in a school), there is about an 85%                

https://twitter.com/imgrund


likelihood that at least one person has COVID. In a classroom of 26 students there is a                 
9% chance of a student having COVID. The good news? If that one case is quickly                
identified and isolated then the virus stops there. However, if that person has no              
symptoms (delayed symptoms can sometimes take a week to appear) and is not             
following proper distancing and masking rules, then the virus will spread. 
 
The bottom line: keep your distance, wear your mask, and avoid non-essential,            
indoor contact with others. 
 
Kudos to our community!  
Our community has a lot to be proud of. If you are ever curious about how Uxbridge is                  
faring you can refer to the “Durham Region COVID 19 Data tracker.” Our current rates               
are exceptionally low which is a real testament to our community’s commitment to             
safety. In particular, we want to acknowledge the teachers, administrators, and           
support staff in our local school system who have radically adjusted the way they              
approach their work every day. As parents, we are so impressed and inspired by their               
commitment to safely educating the children and youth of this community. In addition,             
due to a massive effort, our retirement homes and long term care facilities have              
“held the line” and have been COVID-free for several months now. 
 
Hope for the future! 
The end game for COVID is not yet in sight but           
there is hope on the horizon. Vaccine trials are         
well underway—this week we learned that Pfizer’s       
final trials of its vaccine are showing real promise.         
Furthermore, the effectiveness of vaccines in the       
later stages of testing are showing excellent       
immune responses (actually showing a stronger      
immune response than those who contracted      
COVID ‘naturally’). Don’t underestimate the     
importance of having hope and speaking about       
hope for the future in our homes during this         
difficult time.  

 
Expectations, reminders, kudos and hope -- that’s our message this month-- as we             
continue to live and learn together in the midst of this pandemic.  
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